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My first experience of a shark, as a small child, was uncomfortably close up. The shark was rolled up inside a sausage of netting, rather like Tom Kitten in the Tale of Samuel Whiskers.
Sarah Fowler on a love of identification guides and sharks
Technology is making anglers more efficient, but that could negatively affect fish stocks, warns a study published in February 2021 in the journal "Reviews in Fish Biology and Fisheries." ...
UMass study: Angling technology could lead to overfishing. But what about the benefits?
But by applying a standard technique for dating commercial fish, French scientists calculated they actually live close to a century, according to a study in Thursday’s Current Biology.
Weird 'living fossil' fish lives 100 years, pregnant for 5
Looking down through a small window I saw a triangular-shaped town hugging the edge of the continent at the junction of the Chukchi ... I saw jumbles of vehicles, fish-drying racks and small ...
Barrow, Alaska: Ground Zero for Climate Change
This knowledge would enable the examiner to improve the diagnostic accuracy in the evaluation of breast lesions and finally help to guide the patient in the proper therapeutic direction.
The Biology of Malignant Breast Tumors Has an Impact on the Presentation in Ultrasound
Instead, researchers are interested in the hundreds of tiny fruit flies living on the trees and the even tinier bacteria living inside the insects’ guts. The setup was designed with a deceptively ...
The Inside Guide: The Gut Microbiome’s Role in Host Evolution
Gilbert, Florida Museum of Natural History, Department of Biology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611. Herpetology as a Career. 1985. Single copy free.Society for the Study of Amphibians ...
Sources for Information on Careers in Biology, Conservation, and Oceanography
and the natural biology of our gut”. Meanwhile, research shows a link between UPF consumption and an unhealthy weight in adults, Type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, cancer and mortality. Dr Vamos ...
Our children are facing an obesity crisis – here’s what you can do about it
Coursework Option for the following areas of study: chemical ecology, conservation biology, ecology, entomology, environmental interpretation, environmental physiology, fish and wildlife ... and ...
Graduate Degrees
Once the meal is partially in its mouth, a second set of jaws somewhere in the eel’s throat clamps down on the squid, pulling the food down the fish ... Biology. Rita S. Mehta, the study ...
Moray eels enjoy surf ‘n turf with a surprise second set of jaws
“It’s a chance to study rivers in their natural conditions ... an entomologist at the Institute of Biology in Graz, who is an expert on true hoppers, a group that includes cicadas, leafhoppers, and ...
Will dams spoil one of Europe’s last wild rivers?
Many of the world's most iconic clear lakes are degrading at an alarming rate—shallow, nearshore lake bottoms are being carpeted by bright green fronds of slimy algae, especially during the summer.
Attached algal blooms are an emerging threat to clear lakes worldwide
Researchers are realizing, says evolutionary biologist Scott Edwards of Harvard University, that “olfaction has a lot of impact on different aspects of bird biology ... have several other keen senses ...
Smell proves powerful sense for birds
Maine is now set to study the ... to engage the fishing industry by allowing them to execute the monitoring project, with a steering committee and scientists available to guide the process.
What happened after a wind farm was built near the lobster capital of Europe
Researchers are realizing, says evolutionary biologist Scott Edwards of Harvard University, that “olfaction has a lot of impact on different aspects of bird biology.” Forty years ago ...
Textbooks say most birds can't smell. Scientists are proving them wrong
While there's no one-size-fits-all protein bar, these tips should help guide you when finding ... According to a study in the journal Nature Chemical Biology, SQ promotes the growth your good ...
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